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Bonus of Binary Balance is
Identification and Recreation
Your Attention and Sound in Space
Sound source and its Reflection
Binary code and Balance
Binary balance and Code
Fractal method and Pattern of Reflection
Loop and Reaction
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You are where your attention is. With the impulse provided
by your interest you create the reality. With reaction to the
outside world/processes/relations you recreate the reality.
Information comes to our life and becomes reality. It starts
from the word and while taking our time + blood (any type of
material processes within a human being) = attention, It
becomes part of a material world. When a man decides that
It can be part of his life and gives It his love (accumulation of
the energy, focus and strength) It becomes the reality.
Correlation of the inside and outside processes forms a
basic principle of the world we are living in. The laws of our
society focus on the polarization of these processes and try
to put them on the antagonistic level in order to hide that our
inside processes create our outside world and the initial
impulse of the creation – our inner impulse of purpose.
The consciousness and the skills in controlling these
processes make you a better creator of your life. I chose
binary system (binary number system) as a method to show
this relationship and binary code as a way of presenting it.
I use a binary coded version of this text as a model for
structuring density of sound in the piece. By balance I mean
the attention you give to the words creating/recreating your
reality. Code, Coding of information is one of the ways
information appears in. We collaborate with each other by
translating information in different languages
(verbal/movements/etc.). For me music is one of these
languages. This concept you are reading now is the way of
translating the sound space/music composition into the
words. This way of translating and recreating our reality is
constant and with my composition I would like to show it.
You are in the dark room and you hear the sound. Impulse
and reflections of this sound can bring you the idea about
the space you are sitting in. By listening and identifying this
sound in space you recreate it. You choose the words to
describe the details of the space and sound. Before light
turns on in the space you have an image of the space. When
the light turns on the room you are sitting in differs from
your imaginary room. The sum of imaginations, opinions,
experiences, reflections and other ways of translating the
information creates our future (reality).
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